SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY
General Manager’s Office,
Law Branch, Rail Nilayam,
Secunderabad
No.G.148/Misc/Gazetted/Law/2022

Date:10.08.2022

Office Order No.Law/01/2022
Sub: Distribution of duties to Law Officers
Ref: (i) PCPO/SC’s O.O. No.Gaz/176/2022 dated 27.07.2022
(ii) Duty List of Law Officers issued under Board’s L.No.2003E(GC)
12-14 Ot.I(117) dated 09.03.2006
*****
Reference to revised pinpointing of Law Officers issued on 27.07.2022, the
details of distribution of responsibilities of the Law Officers, their reporting and
reporting of the Chief Law Assistants (CLA) is as follows:
1.

Law Officer/Personnel, shall look after all the legal matters falling under
PCPO, SC & HYB Divisions and Workshops within Headquarters area. He
will report to PCPO/SC for the purpose of APAR. However, for all functional
purposes he will also report to ADRMs & Sr.DPOs of the concerned
Divisions in addition to PCPO with respect to the court matters.
CLAs of SC, HYB Divisions and all CLAs of PCPO/O/SC will report to Law
Officer/Personnel.

2.

Law Officer/Engineering shall look after all the legal matters falling under
Engg.OL & Construction. He will report to Principal Chief Engineer for the
purpose of APAR. However, for all functional purposes he will also report
to PCE and CAO/C/SC with respect to the court matters.
CLA of CAO/O/SC and CLA of PCE/O/SC will report to Law
Officer/Engineering.

3.

Law Officer/BZA shall look after all the legal matters falling under BZA &
GNT Divisions and workshops in BZA area. He will report to Sr.DPO/BZA
for the purpose of APAR. However, for all functional purposes he will also
report to ADRMs & Sr.DPOs of BZA &GNT Divisions with respect to the
court matters.
CLAs of BZA & GNT Divisions will report to Law Officer/BZA.
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4.

Law Officer /Claims shall look after all the legal matters falling under
CCM/ Claims. He will report to CCM/Claims for APAR and with respect to
the court matters.
All the CLAs in the office of CCM/Claims including CLA in RCT/GNT will
report to Law Officer/Claims.

5.

Law Officer/Genl.Admn shall look after all the legal matters of
Headquarters, GTL & NED Divisions and CRS/TPTY Workshops. He will
report to Sr.Law Officer for the purpose of APAR and for all functional
purposes he will also report to ADRMs and Sr.DPOs of GTL & NED
Divisions with respect to the court matters.
CLAs of GTL& NED Divisions will report to him.
The General Duty List of all Law Officers on South Central Railway based
on Railway Board’s letter No.2003E(GC) 12-14 Pt.I (117) dated
09.03.2006 is as follows:

B.

Duties of Law Officers, inter-alia, would be:
1.

Supervise the legal work of the departments assigned.

2.

Regularly monitor pending cases at all stages viz., filing of
reply/counter, implementation of judgements, filing of MAs, filing of
replies in CP’s, review, appeal etc., and take timely action in each case.

3.

Co-ordinate with cadre officers for procuring power of attorney, para
wise comments and relevant rules in support of the stand to be taken
by the administration in the Court of Law.

4.

Study the pleadings of the petitioners/applicants and reply given by the
cadre officer to frame out the reply and ensure timely filing of proper
reply/counter in the court along with all relied upon documents taken
from the concerned cadre officers with latest case law on the subject.

5.

Brief the Advocates assigned with Railway cases from time to time to
achieve positive results. Ensure proper coordination between the
Advocates and Administration.

6.

Ensure that copies of Judgements or Interim Orders are obtained in
time from the courts and that the same are brought to the notice of the
concerned authority for taking immediate action.

7.

Analyse the reasons for adverse decisions in the court cases, identify
weak areas and suggest corrective measures.

8.

Take follow-up action for pending cases with executives and bring to
the notice of concerned officers about urgency of taking decision in any
individual case in order to avoid Contempt cases.

9.

Devise a regular monitoring system to ensure that timely action on the
judgements is taken to avoid senior officers facing Contempt of Court
case.

10.

Put up the position of pending implementation with highlights of
contempt prone cases, position of contempt cases, specific directions
of Honourable Courts in particular cases to concerned officers.
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11.

Frame grounds for appeal after taking the approval of the competent
authority through cadre officer and to ensure the appeal is filed in time
to avoid legal complications.

12.

Vetting and verification of all legal documents viz., contract, agreement,
lease, adoption deed, sale deed etc.

13.

Ensure in time payment of legal fee to Advocates and legal expenses.

14.

Maintain liaison with Solicitor General of India including Additional
Solicitor and Government Advocates in connection with cases in High
Court and Supreme Court and manage to fix conferences with Senior
Officers.

15.

Put up all the relevant data/information relating to Court cases as and
when called by the senior officers.

16.

Prepare a PCDO giving details of pending cases at all stages and their
current status including the assistance required and follow-up action.
The PCDO will be submitted by each Law Officer to the Sr.LO with a
copy to the Reporting Officer(s), so that Sr.LO can combine all PCDOs
and put up to AGM.

17.

Any other work assigned by the Reporting Officer/SDGM/AGM.
This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

MURALI
KRISHNA
NAUPADA

Digitally signed by
MURALI KRISHNA
NAUPADA
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13:24:10 +05'30'

(N. Murali Krishna)
Sr. Law Officer
C/PFA, PCE, PCMD, PCOM, PCME, PCCM,
PCPO, PCSC, PCSTE, PCMM, CAO/Con, PCEE
DRMs/SC, HYB, BZA, GTL, GNT & NED,
ADRMs/ SC, HYB, BZA, GTL, GNT & NED,
Sr.DPOs/ SC, HYB, BZA, GTL, GNT & NED,
CWMs/LGDS, RYPS & TPYS, Dy.CSTE/MFT
LOs/Personnel, Engineering, BZA, Claims & Genl.Admn.
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